Dell toners deliver more

Dell toners are carefully formulated and specially engineered to work together with Dell printers to deliver excellent image quality and reliable performance, print after print.

Together, Dell toners and printers offer a seamless user experience with optimised performance and savings. Use Dell original toners with your Dell printer for peace of mind and better returns.

Why Dell toners
Built to deliver performance and quality you can trust

Small, uniform toner particles
Dell toners are formulated through intensive research and testing to deliver the best results, consistently. Unlike conventional toners, our colour toners are chemically grown to produce smaller toner particles that are more uniform in shape and size. This allows Dell printers to dispense less toner yet achieve higher print quality.

Sharper text and finer details with reduced toner
With smaller toner particles, fine lines and details are produced more precisely, with great clarity and sharpness. Smaller particle size allows Dell to reduce toner cartridge size, without compromising on page yield. This also helps minimise the burden of waste to the environment.

Energy savings
With smaller sized toner particles, the melting and fusing point of toner on paper is lowered, resulting in energy savings and faster warm up time.

Better together
Each Dell cartridge model is specifically designed to work with Dell printers for optimised performance in print quality, speed and printer size.
Choose only Dell original toners

Avoid paying 'hidden costs' from using non-Dell toners. While they may be more attractive due to their low purchase prices, using them with Dell printers often result in additional incurred costs.

Non-Dell toners may cause:

**Reliability issues**
Non-Dell toner cartridges that fail, leak, or run out of toner prematurely will drive up your operating costs and affect productivity. Cartridges that leak may also cause permanent damage to your printer, while those that need frequent changes wastes time and drains productivity.

**Performance issues**
Incompatible cartridges can affect print, quality and consistency. Additionally, while Dell adheres to ISO/IEC 19752 and 19798 standards for measuring page yields, this might not be true for non-Dell cartridges – their page yield claims may not be accurate or a true comparison to Dell originals.

**Quality issues**
Using non-Dell toners can result in unacceptable print quality which results in reprints and wasted toner, paper and time.

Get peace of mind when you use Dell toners. From pre-production research and testing, to post-production checks, Dell ensures impressive, consistent print quality with uncompromised performance.

The choice is clear – the next time you decide to replace your toner cartridge, insist on Dell original toners that deliver more.

**Dell toner selection**
To accommodate a diverse range of printing requirements and budgets, Dell offers toners of varying sizes or yields.

- **Extra high/High yield toner**
  For frequent, high print volume at the lowest cost per page - offering the best value and convenience.

- **Standard yield toner**
  For standard print volume at the lowest price.

**Convenient Dell toner ordering options**
Dell makes it easy to order toners with various ordering options. Purchase Dell toners directly from Dell.com or from one of your local participating preferred suppliers.

Designed with the environment in mind
Dell also offers an easy way to recycle your toner cartridges for free. Learn more at dell.com/recycling